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Single-Molecule Study of
Transcriptional Pausing and

Arrest by E. coli RNA
Polymerase

R. John Davenport,1* Gijs J. L. Wuite,2* Robert Landick,3

Carlos Bustamante1,2,4†

Using an optical-trap/flow-control video microscopy technique, we followed
transcription by single molecules of Escherichia coli RNA polymerase in real
time over long template distances. These studies reveal that RNA polymerase
molecules possess different intrinsic transcription rates and different propen-
sities to pause and stop. The data also show that reversible pausing is a kinetic
intermediate between normal elongation and the arrested state. The confor-
mational metastability of RNA polymerase revealed by this single-molecule
study of transcription has direct implications for the mechanisms of gene
regulation in both bacteria and eukaryotes.

Transcription elongation is a key step in the
regulation of gene expression in cells. During
elongation, RNA polymerase (RNAP) is
known to move discontinuously, spending pro-
portionally more time at some template posi-
tions, known as pause sites, than at others (1–3).
These pauses are important for regulation and
may precede other elongation events such as
termination and arrest (4). Regulatory mole-
cules in both bacteria and eukaryotes can switch
RNAP to a pause- and termination-resistant
form, but the chemical nature of this switch is
not understood at present. Most of these dy-
namics have been characterized on complexes
artificially halted by nucleotide starvation.
These experiments indicate that during elonga-
tion, the 39 end of the RNA can be displaced
from the enzymes’ active site either inducing
pausing or extensive backtracking along the
template, leading to arrest (5–8). Evidence of

the conversion among these different states has
not been obtained from molecules transcribing
without interruption. To characterize these tran-
scriptional dynamics and to establish the link
between backtracking, pausing, and arrest by
RNAP during continued elongation, we set out
to follow directly the translocation of individual
RNAP molecules along the DNA strand. This
approach reveals important dynamics that are
averaged out in bulk experiments. Although
single-molecule experiments have already re-
vealed several aspects of interactions between
E. coli RNAP and DNA (9–16), single-mole-
cule kinetics of transcriptional pausing have not
been reported.

We followed transcription by single mol-
ecules of RNAP (ntot 5 87) in real time,
using an integrated optical-trap/flow-control
(OTFC) video microscope (Fig. 1) (17).
There are three main advantages to this mi-
croscope. First, translocation of RNAP and
pausing events can be directly observed in
real time over long template lengths [1.1 6
0.7 kilobase pairs (kbp)], because laser radi-
ation damage is minimized. Second, by using
hydrodynamic flow forces far below the stall-
ing force, spatial and temporal resolutions are
obtained that are better than assays based on
Brownian motion (12, 15, 18). Third, pausing

and other transcription events can be probed
not only as a function of solution conditions,
but also as a function of applied load force.

Figure 2 shows two examples of the short-
ening of the DNA tether between the two beads
because of transcription activity by individual
RNAP molecules (19, 20). Several features are
immediately apparent: The rate of tether short-
ening is variable, RNAP sometimes pauses
temporarily (Fig. 2, arrows), and the enzyme
eventually stops permanently (Fig. 2, asterisk).
The transcription rates are determined from the
slopes of these plots and can be related to the
position of the molecules on the template (Fig.
2, insets). The peak transcription rates appear in
this graph as local maxima, and the temporary
pauses as local minima (21).

The peak transcription rates displayed by
each polymerase molecule between pauses
were determined and averaged. This average
peak rate varied significantly from molecule
to molecule [2 to 11 bp/s for 0.2 mM nucle-
otide triphosphates (NTPs)]. To determine
whether this variation was caused by differ-
ent load forces applied to the various mole-
cules, the mean of the average peak transcrip-
tion rates for all molecules transcribing at a
given force was determined and plotted
against force (Fig. 3A). We found that the
mean of the average peak transcription rates
did not vary with force in the range of 0 to 15
pN, consistent with recent observations (14).
The mean of the average peak transcription
rate for all molecules (n 5 38) over the
complete force range was 7.3 6 3 bp/s, and
the mean of the average rates (i.e., including
pauses) was 4.3 6 2 bp/s for 0.2 mM NTPs
and 14.5 6 4 bp/s and 8.0 6 3 bp/s, respec-
tively, for 1 mM NTPs. These rates are com-
parable to those observed under similar con-
ditions in solution (13 to 20 bp/s for 1 mM
NTPs) (12) and to rates reported for single-
molecule experiments on RNAP (5 to 15 bp/s
for 1 mM NTPs) (12–15). Moreover, no tran-
scriptional activity was observed beyond 15
pN, in agreement with reported stall force
measurements on RNAP under slow force
modulation conditions (13, 14).

The peak transcription rates for any given
RNAP molecule also varies markedly along the
template (2 to 27 bp/s). These variations, how-
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ever, were not correlated to template positions
(Fig. 3B). Therefore, it is unlikely that the
dispersion in average peak transcription rates
among molecules (Fig. 3A, inset) arise from a
heterogeneous molecular population generated
during preparation. Rather, these observations
suggest that transcribing RNAP molecules can
switch between more competent or less compe-
tent transcription states, and that conversion
from one state to another is slow (Fig. 3A,
inset) (22). Similar differences in the activity of
individual molecules have been reported recent-
ly for other enzymes (23–25).

Next, we determined the positions of the
pauses for all RNAP molecules studied (21,
26). A plot of their distribution along the tem-
plate (Fig. 4A) shows that pauses are more
likely to occur at certain discrete positions than
at others. We identified nine strong peaks of
transcriptional pausing within alignment error
(20, 27, 28) and calculated for each pause site
its pausing efficiency, which is the fraction of
molecules of RNAP that pause at that position,
and its half-life, which is the time it takes for
half of the paused molecules to escape the
pause (Table 1). Comparison of the distribution
of pause sites with those determined on the
same template, using transcriptional gel assays,
shows a reasonable agreement (Fig. 4A).

To determine whether pauses correspond to
states off the main elongation pathway, we set
out to establish if these pauses occur in compe-
tition with transcriptional elongation. If a paused
complex is a state off the elongation pathway,
not all molecules will pause at a given pause site
(efficiency ,100%). On the other hand, if the
observed pauses correspond to states within the
elongation pathway, all molecules must neces-
sarily enter the pause state (efficiency ;100%).
The pausing efficiencies we measured were
,100% (Table 1, column A). Pause efficien-
cies, however, may be underestimated because
irreversibly stopped molecules, although includ-
ed in the total number of molecules, are not
counted as having paused. Combining the pause
and stop efficiencies at each site still does not
elevate the total efficiency to 100% (Table 1,
column B). The fact that pausing half-life and
efficiency are uncorrelated [linear correlation
coefficient r ' 0.2 (Table 1)] support the con-
clusion that pauses occur as states off the main
elongation pathway (29). Moreover, we found a
strong correlation between the inverse of the
average peak transcription rate (i.e., the average
time spent at each base) and pausing efficiency
(Fig. 5A). This finding further supports the idea
that translocation and pausing compete kineti-
cally, as has been proposed from conventional
biochemical experiments (1, 2, 8, 30, and refer-
ences therein).

In addition to pausing, all RNAP molecules
stopped irreversibly before reaching the end of
the template (Fig. 2). As shown in Fig. 4B,
RNAP molecules are more likely to stop at
certain template positions than others. More-

over, these positions correspond, within the
alignment error of the experiment (19, 20),
to positions previously identified as pause
sites. This observation and the fact that
molecules do not dissociate after stopping
suggest that these complexes are in arrested
states similar to those previously described
in biochemical assays (5–7 ).

Because arrest occurs at or near pause sites,
it is possible that these processes are related.
Therefore, we investigated whether a polymer-

ase transcribing faster, and therefore more like-
ly to resist pausing, might also be more likely to
resist arrest. To investigate this possibility, we
calculated the average distance between pauses
for each individual RNAP molecule and plotted
it versus the total distance transcribed by that

Fig. 1. A stalled complex is tethered between
two 2.2-mm streptavidin-coated beads and
kept in a continuous buffer flow. The transcrip-
tion template consists of linearized pPIA6, a
pBR322-based vector which contains the pR
promoter region from bacteriophage l, modi-
fied such that the first cytosine residue appears
at position 171. It also contains the fragment
of the l genome overlapping the cos region
from the Cla I site at 16121 to the Bam HI site
at 5505. Linearized DNA was biotinylated on
one end by filling in the 59 overhanging restriction site of Bam HI with biotinylated nucleotides.
Transcription complexes were stalled at position 170 by incubating 10 nM linearized DNA
template with 40 nM biotinylated RNAP in 13 transcription buffer [50 mM tris-Cl (pH 8.0), 200
mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)] for 10 min at 37°C, then adding 200 mg
heparin/ml, 100 mM adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 100 mM guanosine triphosphate (GTP), 20 mM
uridine triphosphate (UTP), and incubating for 10 min at 25°C. Stalled complexes were diluted to
a working concentration of 40 pM in 13 transcription buffer containing 1% DTT and 0.1%
NaAzide. Transcription by tethered complexes was restarted by addition of a mixture of 200 mM
or 1 mM each ATP, cytosine triphosphate (CTP), GTP, and UTP. All experiments were performed at
20°C. As a transcribing polymerase moves along the DNA, it physically pulls the two beads closer
together. The separation of the beads was measured by video microscopy and used to determine
the end-to-end distance and the contour length of the DNA (19, 34).

Fig. 2. Transcription by a single molecule of RNAP
decreases the distance between the beads (34).
Data was taken at tensions of 8 and 2 pN for
graphs in (A) and (B), respectively. (Insets) The
distance data was low pass–filtered (0.067 Hz),
and a time derivative was taken to obtain the
transcription rate (17). If a pause is shorter than
the filtering duration, then the rate does not drop
to zero. The position of the RNAP on the template
during transcription is known, because all mole-
cules are stalled at position 170 downstream of
the promoter, and resumption of transcription is
directly observed.

Fig. 3. (A) The mean of the average peak tran-
scription rates and standard deviations were cal-
culated at different forces. (Inset) The averaged
peak rates of single enzyme molecules (n 5 38)
combined in a histogram (bin size: 0.6 bp/s). The
histogram shows that the enzyme can be in a slow
or a fast transcription state. (B) In order to reveal
a template-dependent trend in transcription rate
(if any) the peak rates of each transcription run
were first normalized relative to their maximum
value. Hereafter, the normalized peak rates of the
experiments were combined together. Finally, the
template was divided in 60- to 90-bp pieces, and
the normalized peak rates within these segments
were averaged (each point: n . 5).
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molecule before arrest (Fig. 5B). The distance
between pause events is remarkably correlated
to the total distance transcribed (Fig. 5B) (30).
This behavior again suggests that some mole-
cules in the population are indeed better than
others at avoiding pauses, and that avoiding
these pauses makes those molecules less likely
to arrest, thus allowing them to transcribe fur-
ther. The simplest kinetic mechanism by which
a molecule that is better at avoiding pauses is
also better at eluding arrest is one in which the

pause state is an intermediate in the kinetic
pathway leading to the arrested state.

N–1 3 N 3 N11
21

P
2
S

This kinetic scheme, where N is nucleotide
position, P is pause, and S is stop, explains the
spatial coincidence between pauses and arrests.
Furthermore, such a scheme predicts a signifi-

cant correlation between the pausing half-life
and arrest efficiency. This correlation is indeed
found [linear correlation coefficient r ' 0.75,
n 5 9 (Table 1)].

External force did not affect the combined
pause and arrest efficiency [(P1S)/(P1S1E)]
(Table 1). However, in the high-force regime (9

Fig. 4. (A) (Gray Gaussians) The positions of 241
local minima (pauses) and 51 irreversible stops
(arrests) of 51 molecules were binned with 30-bp
bins and normalized. Peaks taller than 0.8 were
selected. All pauses within the alignment error (6
60-bp or 620 nm) (20) of these peaks were used
to calculate the fraction of molecules which
paused at these positions. The pauses outside the
Gaussian distributions of the selected peaks were
treated in a similar way using a 0.6 cutoff, followed
by 0.4 and 0.2 cutoffs. Each of the peaks so ob-
tained is displayed as a Gaussian (60-bp SD) with
an surface area equal to the pause efficiency at
that location. (Black line) Biochemical pausing as-
says were performed using the transcription reac-
tion described above, except that 100 mM ATP, 20
mM GTP, 20 mM UTP, and 1 mCi/ml [a-32P] GTP
were used to form stalled complexes. The com-
plexes were diluted 1:10 into transcription buffer
containing 200 mM each ATP, GTP, UTP, and CTP.
Aliquots (5 ml) were taken at 30 s, 1 min, 5 min,
and 10 min and quenched in 10 ml of RNA loading
buffer (95% formamide, 20 mM EDTA, 0.01%
bromphenol blue, 0.01% xylene cyanol). Aliquots
were electrophoresed on a 4% acrylamide gel containing 7 M urea. Bands were sized by comparison
with denatured 1 kb DNA ladder and 0.16 to 2.77 kb RNA Ladder (GIBCO-BRL), quantitated using a
Storm 860 phosphoImager and ImageQuant software. The resulting gel profiles were combined and
plotted in the graph. The heights of the pausing intensity peaks are different for both techniques
because in the gel assay they are a function of both the pause efficiency and the pause duration,
whereas in the single molecule assay they represent the fraction of molecules that actually pause at a
particular position. (B) Molecules that failed to reenter elongation after pausing for more than 10 min
were assumed to be irreversibly stopped. Stop positions for 51 molecules were binned with 60-bp bins.
The positions with highest occurrences of stops were selected. The stop efficiencies were determined in
a similar fashion as the pause efficiencies (Table 1). The error in the determination of these efficiencies
is 6;6%.

Fig. 5. (A) To determine the relation between the
average time spent at each base position and the
number of pauses, molecules which transcribed at
least 1.23 kbp, a stretch of the template which
includes eight identified pause site, were used.
The number of pauses and the inverse of the
average peak transcription rate for each of the
RNAP molecules within this stretch were ob-
tained and plotted in the graph. (B) The pause
density for an individual molecule was deter-
mined as the quotient of the transcription dis-
tance and the total number of pauses for that
molecule. The inverse of this number was plotted
against the distance the RNAP molecule tran-
scribed before arresting.

Table 1. At each pause site, the number of molecules which pause reversibly
(P), the number of molecules which irreversibly stop (S), and the number of
molecules which pass through the site without pausing (E) were counted
(Ntot 5 40). The pausing efficiencies were determined as described in Fig. 4
(excluding S in column A). To determine if pauses are correlated, the
conditional probability was determined between pausing in position i and
i11. We found that these probabilities were independent [P(i11ui) 5 P(i11)].

Column D shows the average transcription rates of paused RNAP enzymes at the
pause sites. Each is below our rate resolution of 1 bp/s (21), indicating that RNAP
enzymes indeed temporarily stops at pause sites. The pause durations for all
molecules at a given pause position were combined to create a plot of the
fraction of molecules still paused versus time. The half-life was extracted using an
exponential fit through the resulting graph. (P1S)/(S1P1E) was also determined
in three separated force regimes (columns E through G).

Pause
number

A
Pause

efficiency (%)
610%

P/(S1P1E)

B
Pause

efficiency (%)
610%

(P1S)/(S1P1E)

C
Half-life

(s)

D
Rate at
Pause
site

(bp/s)

E
Pause

efficiency (%)
615%

2 to 4.5 pN

F
Pause

efficiency (%)
611%

5 to 8.5 pN

G
Pause

efficiency (%)
620%

9 to 15 pN

1 56 57 39 0.3 67 67 66
2 45 54 30 0.2 50 63 67
3 39 48 32 20.1 63 58 –
4 40 50 21 0 62 55 –
5 41 54 19 –0.3 – 47 25
6 35 45 28 0.6 50 36 33
7 30 46 53 0.5 50 58 45
8 57 63 13 –0.3 80 54 62
9 39 45 12 –0.2 39 49 66
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to 15 pN), the incidence of arrest [S/(S1P1E)]
during a pause nearly tripled for most of the
pause positions as compared to the low-force
regime. These observations again support the
branched kinetic pathway described above. As
stated earlier, external force (,15 pN), has a
negligible effect on the rate of transcription, and
accordingly, it does not affect the fraction of
molecules that leave the main elongation path-
way to pause. Higher external forces may, how-
ever, accelerate the rate at which molecules that
are already paused can convert into the arrested
state or, alternatively, decrease the rate at which
these paused molecules can escape the pause to
reenter elongation. Interestingly, the pause du-
ration averaged over all pauses was insensitive
to the magnitude of the applied force (up to 15
pN), indicating that the external force mainly
increases the rate of conversion to the arrested
state.

Landick (8, 31, 32) proposed a model in
which, at every template position, the molecules
can partition themselves between normal elon-
gation and a state susceptible to pausing, arrest,
and termination. According to this model, the
RNA 39 end is displaced from the active site via
either disrupted RNA:DNA base-pairing or
some degree of slippage upon entry into a pause.
Such paused complexes could vary in structure
from a pretranslocated complex to a complex
that has backtracked many base pairs (5, 6, 33).
By using an OTFC video microscope, we have
shown that a paused state is, in fact, a kinetic
intermediate between forward elongation and an
arrested state. Having entered a pause state, the
application of external force favors the forma-
tion of an arrest state perhaps by inducing back-
tracking of the complex (14). Moreover, mole-
cules appear to switch spontaneously between
states that are transcriptionally more competent
or less competent, becoming, respectively, more
susceptible or less susceptible to pausing. It is
interesting to speculate that switching among
these alternative states may be the basis of yet
one more level of transcriptional control and
regulation.
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